






 



MEA: 
A woman who filled out the MEA Motivation, Expectation, Adherence Questionnaire... very interesting 

powerful sharing,  at first I thought it was universal /particular, but this is universal, but “god/atheist” 

divide in her view;  (atheists won’t be able to persevere).  (Leaves out Buddhists!?)  but her sharing of 

what it does for her beautiful. 

 

23 year old female, student (nursing); single, white, protestant; two year (inconsistent meditator); 

 

1.3 Meditates 10 minutes to ½ hour a day; one sitting; 

1.4 does “Zen, I think” 

1.5 other techniques? Tried to concentrate on various things; but have never followed any rules. 

 

1.7Have you stopped for periods of time: Yes, a few months; I tend to do things in spurts but I am 

presently determined not to break my once a day this time. 

 

1.8 When you don’t meditate what you say to yourself: I generally do a ½ hearted meditation while 

going to sleep 

 

2.1 Why did you begin meditating....... 

  Greater self-awareness; interest; I like the physical sensation of not being able to perceive my body as 

it is; *all the results I hear meditation gives you...and my theoretical desires from life: the goal of no 

goals; *the refreshing qualities 

 

2.2. what do you believe to be the qualities of a gifted meditator. 

    People are of religious or non-religious quality and meditation seems part of religion...being with your 

God, whoever he/it may be; I cannot see an atheist being able to persevere with meditation 

 

2.3 when you sit down to meditate, what do you think/feel right before the session :relax” let my body 

sink into the floor concentrate on=on my breathing;  I often exercise of breathe deeply before I begin 



 

2.4 how had mediation influenced your life. 

   I tend to be a relaxed, positive and euphoric person anyway....I’m always very happy. I have found that 

god has become more real even though I don’t practice a religion.  I feel I’ve found my own religion of a 

personal nature;  it’s almost as if God is being aware of being and being able to enjoy being without 

tomorrows;  Meditation to me is like a bride between my physical self and God and it I feel like I merge; 

It helps me to understand the saying being one with God. 

 

 


